
Contractor Grade Surface Cleaner

DESCRIPTION: Loc-X Surface Cleaner's unique foamy action will clean and remove black roof streaks, mildew, stains, mold, algae, 

moss, and lichens. Works on all roofs, brick, stucco, stone, wood, siding, patios, walkways, awnings, RV’s, outdoor furniture, decks 

and more. A no-bleach formula makes it safe around plants and grass. Loc-X Surface Cleaner is water-based, non-solvent, biodegradable, 

cold water effective, non-toxic and phosphate-free. 

DIRECTIONS: Protect eyes and skin from contact with this product. Surface can be slippery when applied. Follow safety precautions 

when on roof. Apply at temperatures 50° and rising and when winds are calm. 

1. For heavy cleaning, put 6-10 oz. of Loc-X Surface Cleaner to a gallon of water in a garden sprayer. For medium cleaning add 4-6 oz. 

per gallon of water. For light cleaning add 2-4 oz. per gallon of water. Tip: Refill 32 oz. Loc-X Surface Cleaner Bottle and apply. 

2. Mix and apply to area, starting from the bottom and working up. Let Loc-X Surface Cleaner's foamy action set 15 minutes, then rinse 

with water, starting from the top and working down. If not clean, apply a second application. NOTE: If contact with plants or shrubs, rinse 

with water. 

COVERAGE: Approximately 1500 - 2000 sq. ft. per gallon of mixed product. KEEP FROM FREEZING. 

FIRST AID: EYE CONTACT: Immediately and thoroughly flush eyes with water. If irritation occurs get medical attention. 

SKIN CONTACT: Flush with water. If irritation occurs get medical attention. Ingestion: Immediately drink 1-2 glasses of water. Do not 

induce vomiting. Get immediate medical advice. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. 

LIMITED WARRANTY: Loc-X's Surface Cleaner warrants this product to be of merchantable quality, when used or applied in accordance

with the instructions, hereon. Loc-X's Surface Cleaner does not warrant this product to be suitable for any particular use 

or purpose other than for which it is intended. Liability is limited to replacement of the product, or at Loc-X’s option, to a refund of 

the purchase price thereof. There are no other warranties either expressed or implied. Liability for any incidental or consequential damage 

or loss is specifically excluded at this time. 
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